Sno-Konette

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Mact-line must be properly grounde,j to prevent electrical shoc~;:
to personnel. Do not immerse the equipment in water. Veep conj
and plug off the groun1j, and a'way from mOisture. P·,llJvays unplug
the equipment before cleaning or servicing.

A WARNING

~

Never put your fingers or any object into the shaver body (t118 goose
neck) while tile motor is running. Serious injury may OCGur. (Gold
Medal Products does not assume any liability for injury due to careless
handling and/or reckless operatIOn of tfJis eqLJipment).
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ALWAYS'I/ear

glasses ,-vhen servicing this equipment.
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WARNING

Any alterations to this equipment \\111 void the \'/arranty and may caLise
a dangerous situation. r'~EVER make alterations to the equipment.
Make SUfe all machine SNitches are in the off position before plugging
the equipment into the receptacle

A CAUTION

&
&

Do NOT allow direct contact 'Nith this equipment and the general
public when used in food
locations. Gilly personnel that
.are trained and familiar 'Nith tile equipment should operate
j the equipment. Carefully read all installation instructions before
operation.

it. CAUTION
Irhis machine is NOT to be operated by minors. Minors are classified
as anyone under the age of18,

NOTE
The information, specifications and illustrations container] in this manuAl
the latest
available at tune of pubiication.
is
iviedal
required at the discretion of

INSTALLATION
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All Models #10028, #10038

Sno-Konette
MACHINE DESCRIPTION
The Sno-Konettes are manual ice shavers with a tremendous capacity. The Sno-Konette consists of the
hopper, which houses the cutter head, the pusher handle, the motoL and the display case.

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
The Sno-Konette operates on 120 Volt, 15 Amp, single phase, 60 cycle AC current. Be sure that your
VOLTS 120 WATTS 770
AMP 15
electrical supply meets this requirement.

ICE REQUIREMENTS
The Sno-Konette can take ice cubes or block ice, if you break the block into pieces approximately 3 to 4
inches in size.
NOTE: The ice will not enter the shaving chute if the pieces are too large.

MACHINE OPERATION

TO OPERATE THE SNO-KOf\IETTE
1. Fill the hopper to within an inch of the top with ice cubes or block ice (no larger than 3" to 4"). The larger
the pieces, the better the snow.
2. Switch the motor on. Wait for the motor to come to full speed (a minute or so).
3. Push the pusher handle down against the ice in the hopper. Apply firm and even pressure to make the
best snow. Practice will allow you to gauge when to stop pressing. This allows the ice to resettle against
the shaver head. You may find that you need to relieve the pressure two or three times in a cycle. Too
much pressure will result in snow that is coarse; too little pressure Will make the snow mushy.

NOTE: Never allow any foreign or metallic objects around the shaver area of the Sno-Konette. Ice picks,
scoops, and debris that may be in the ice often damage blades.
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All Models #1 002S, #1003S

